Using local citation data to relate the use of journal articles by academic researchers to the coverage of full-text document access systems
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Abstract

The methodology and findings are presented of an empirical study comparing local citation patterns with the holdings lists of a number of sources of journal articles. These sources were the British Library Document Supply Centre (BLDSC) and the BL ‘inside’ service, library holdings, ProQuest Direct, SearchBank, EiText and a linking system including both the Geobase database and the BLDSC. The value of local citation figures is discussed, as is the concept of a ‘core’ of journal titles, from both theoretical and practical perspectives. Using these figures to represent the local use of journal articles, the coverage of the document sources was found to vary widely. Unsurprisingly, the BLDSC was found to offer the widest coverage. Newer, electronic systems generally fared less well, but may offer other advantages.
Introduction

One role of the academic library is creating and managing the connections between local researchers and sources of the scholarly literature\(^a\). To do this, academic library managers need information both about the scholarly literature that researchers use and about the relevant attributes of possible sources of that literature. If consideration is limited to academic journals, an important medium in most disciplines, then one factor that relates both to what researchers use and to sources of scholarly literature is that of journal coverage. Because there is a practical limit to the number of literature sources that libraries can efficiently and effectively support, whether in the form of subscriptions or of subsidizing document delivery for users, then those sources that most closely match what local researchers use in terms of coverage will be favoured.

The objectives of this paper are, firstly, to evaluate one particular method of assessing journal coverage (that of comparing such coverage with citations) and, secondly, to use this method to assess the potential coverage for academic researchers of a number of sources of journal articles. This statement of objectives implies that there are four major issues to be addressed:

1. The identification of data to indicate local researchers’ use of journals.
2. The identification of data to indicate journal coverage.

\(^a\) The definition of "sources of the scholarly literature" is discussed in the section concerned with the empirical part of this study.
3. A comparison of (1) with (2).

4. An evaluation of procedures (1) – (3).

These four issues are pursued in the four main sections of this paper. The empirical work described in this paper formed a part of the UK eLib project FIDDO; an acronym for Focused Investigation of Document Delivery Options [1]. The FIDDO project was funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee of the UK Higher Education Funding Councils.

**Local use of journals**

User requirements, use and citations

In 1974, Line [2] provided a succinct summary of the differences and similarities between need, want, demand, use and requirement. Although controversial (his definition of 'demand' does not mention the ability to pay, which renders it unhelpfully distinct from economic definitions of the term), Line's schema reminds us to pay attention to what we are attempting to measure. This paper is concerned with the relationship between the journal coverage of defined sources and what specific defined groups of academic researchers use. It is certain that such use is related in some way to user requirements, but such requirements are not directly measurable. Indeed, it may be inevitable that attempts at such measurement are partially constitutive of that which they purport to measure [3]. The existence of user requirements is inferred from evidence such as reference interviews between librarians and researchers, which are often
characterized as interactions that aim to reveal implicit requirements rather than merely answer explicit queries. Whether such implicit requirements can properly be said to exist prior to the reference interview and, if so, whether this model of user requirements also holds for journal coverage (the focus of this paper) are, at best, uncertain. However, those charged with the responsibility of enabling academic researchers to have adequate access to the journal literature, without exceeding a budget, need some means of assessing what researchers would use, were they fully informed of both their own needs and the journals available. It is this concept of ‘potential use’, rather than the ineffable ‘requirements’, that is the focus of this paper. Various means have been suggested for its estimation, including asking the researchers directly [4], surveying preferences [5], and citation analysis [6, 7, 8]. Each of these methods aims to generate a list, or lists, of journal titles that can represent what researchers would use, given certain assumptions. The collection management use to which these lists are put is often described in terms of journal cancellation exercises but, given the terms of the access / holdings debate [9, 10], might be better described in terms of selecting the best sourcing option for each title. This paper is concerned with evaluating one of the techniques mentioned above, citation analysis, in terms of its practical value to librarians in making such selections.

Of the several methods of generating journal title lists to represent what researchers would use, given certain assumptions, citation analysis would appear to need justifying, both in terms of those assumptions and in terms of the apparent relative complexity of the approach.
Library managers could infer that citation data represented the journals that researchers would use, were they (researchers) fully informed of both their own needs and the journals available, if the following five conditions were met:

(i) that the citation data related to citations made by the researchers in question;
(ii) that the researchers were fully informed of their own needs and the journals available to them when they made the citations;
(iii) that the researchers acted rationally on this knowledge and used those journals that they needed;
(iv) that citations to journals were isomorphic with use of those journals;
(v) that past use were a perfect predictor of future use.

In the real world, as implied by Line [11], none of these conditions can be met completely.

With respect to condition (i), some analysts [12] have been content to work with global or national citation figures such as the Institute for Scientific Information's (ISI) Journal Citation Reports, whereas others [13, 14] have taken a more local focus, looking at the citations of researchers working in a specific institution or discipline. The latter approach is taken in this paper. Kneider [15] compared the two approaches, confirming Line's assertion [16] that such correlations get weaker as the citation frequency diminishes. The use of local, rather than global, citation counts certainly defends the technique against the charge that it is based on figures that have little relevance to local circumstances.
Condition (ii), regarding the knowledge states of researchers when they made the citations to be counted, is a philosophic as much as an empirical question. It is certainly a role of librarians to enable researchers to optimize their awareness of the relevant literature prior to publication, but no reasonable quantitative measures of such optimization are conceivable. However, since peer review allows to be published only those articles displaying an adequate awareness of the relevant literature, then perhaps condition (ii) might be allowed, although the point is arguable. It might be claimed that condition (iii), rational user behaviour, is commonly unmet because what researchers tend to use is conditioned by what is most easily and quickly available to them at the time. This point is taken further in the conclusion to this paper. At this point, while acknowledging an issue here, it is assumed that the demands of the academic community ensure that researchers behave rationally according to their perceived needs. There has been much debate around condition (iv). Certainly, several analysts [17, 18, 19] have used local citation analysis in combination with other techniques to estimate the actual or potential use of journals, without reporting that the citation analysis produced anomalous results. Comparing reshelving studies, professional judgement and local citation studies, Swigger and Wilkes [20] note that "the citation method is the most reliable of the three". More generally, Kelland and Young [21, 22] have reviewed the literature on relating citation frequency with library use and concluded that the two are indeed related. Apart from this empirical evidence, Kelland and Young also note that citation networks can be considered as the collective memory of academic research. Since the selection decisions undertaken by librarians contribute to both the access and archive functions of the library,
this feature of citations is also relevant. There is, of course, a significant literature critically analysing the motives and behaviour of citers [23, 24] but few such critiques significantly undermine the general assertion that those journals in which more highly cited articles occur are more suitable for consideration by a library manager than those in which less cited articles occur, especially when the citations in question come from local researchers. For example, MacRoberts and MacRoberts [25] note that citations only reflect the formally rhetorical aspects of science, which are not typical of the research process and of the majority of influences on any researcher. However, although librarians seek to support researchers in as many of their information requirements as possible, they (librarians) are principally interested in exactly that formal scholarly communication that the MacRoberts equate with citations. The final condition, that past use predicts future use, is one that must be met by all retrospective methodologies, including surveys, circulation and reshelving counts, and questionnaires. Whether or not it is met depends on too many factors to be adequately discussed in this paper.

One other charge that might be laid against the analysis of locally generated citations is that of impracticality. However, the work undertaken in generating and analysing such machine-readable citation counts is, in the experience of the authors, comparable with that of undertaking use surveys, and has the non-trivial advantage of not inconveniencing those whose journal use is being surveyed. One alternative methodology, the combined analyses of loans, interlibrary loan (ILL) requests and photocopies made, would involve considerably greater efforts than citation analysis, pushing it beyond the reach of most
libraries. Analysis of only one of these three variables would be vulnerable to criticism, for example, ILL requests alone do not measure journal use at all, but only some probable use of journals that are not held by the local library, especially if the local collection is checked before the requests are made, as is common in UK academic libraries.

A final criticism of the use of journal citations as indicators of potential journal use, and one that is likely to become increasingly pertinent, is that the use of electronic pre-print servers and other electronic, non-journal sources calls into question the use of the journal as a unit of analysis. This is not a criticism of citation analysis per se, but of limiting the analysis to journal articles, as this study does. The justification for focusing on journals is a practical one. The provision of journal articles is among the more difficult roles of the library manager, with rising subscription costs, falling library income as a proportion of university revenues [26], and multiplying sources in a more or less competitive market. While journal articles (in whatever form) retain a major role in the dissemination of scholarly information in many subjects, as is likely in the short and medium term, then research into their provision remains valid.

The use of local citation counts as indicators of potential journal use would appear to be defensible on both theoretical and practical grounds. The practicalities of acquiring and using such data are discussed as a part of the empirical study, below.
Core journals

Thus far, it has been argued that local citation counts represent a valid, practical and reasonably reliable measure of researchers' potential use of journals. If this is accepted, then the question arises as to how library managers can use journal title listings based on such counts to support selection and sourcing decisions. Clearly, the whole listing can be compared with the coverage of various sources, and that is done in the work reported below. However, most library managers would want to split their provision according to whether the journal in question was more or less important to researchers. This has been one context in which the idea of a core of journals has been raised. Traditionally, librarians have sought to hold collections of the most important printed journals, and to obtain other material on an ad hoc basis through mechanisms such as ILL. This divide in sourcing options is being maintained as both print collections and ILL evolve into the hybrid library environment [27, 28] because the economic rationale behind the divide remains the distinction between subscription and pay-per-item financial regimes. Hence, although the options open to librarians within each regime are now much broader than they have been, the need to distinguish between journals likely to be used more or less by researchers (the need to select) remains.

The primary theoretical basis of the notion of a core set of journals is, of course, that of Bradford's Law, although Bradford himself was a practising librarian and expressed the eponymous relationship in practical terms. In its original form, Bradford's Law is concerned with the relationship between the number of articles in particular journals that
relate to a particular discipline, and states that most such articles occur in a few journals central to that discipline [29]. Empirical work since then has shown that some citation patterns conform to the Bradford scatter [30]. The most common way of illustrating this is as a bibliograph (Figure 1). The bibliograph is constructed by listing journals in descending order according to the number of citations to them from a sample of articles. Each journal then has a rank order in this list. The cumulative total of citations is then plotted against the logarithm of the journal ranking. From data such as these, a 'nuclear zone' can be identified of journals that are cited disproportionately highly (in the non-linear part of the graph). In terms of the traditional bibliograph shown in Figure 1, it corresponds to \( c \).

Figure 1. The Bradford distribution, showing the 'nuclear zone', \( c \).
However, the definition of such a zone as a 'core' remains disputed [31, 32, 33]. For example, Rousseau and Leimkuhler [34] suggest that the core be defined as the region bounded by the origin and the point at which the gradient of the curve attains 75% of its maximum (linear) value.

Another theoretical approach to describing core journals is that employed by McCain [35] using co-citation data, in which related clusters or networks of journals are iteratively identified by the degree to which they are related by the citations contained therein. While being rigorous in itself, this approach is probably impractical for library managers.

In summary, despite theoretical underpinnings such as that of Bradford's Law, and despite librarians' need to identify core journals, there is no generally agreed, robust and practical definition of such a core. As White and McCain note:

"In practical work, cores are identified by investigators' purposes and can be expanded or contracted at will, no matter what someone's algorithm says." [36]

Nevertheless, the need remains to identify a proportion of highly cited journals against which the coverage of a number of sources can be compared. Several suggestions are apparent in the literature and were used in this study:

1. Bradford's 'nuclear zone', as defined by Brookes [37], which is the region of highly cited journals wherein the relationship between citations and the logarithm of the journal ranking is non-linear, see Figure 1.
2. The core defined by Rousseau and Leimkuhler [38], wherein the gradient of the non-linear part of the Bradford curve is less than 75% of its maximum (linear) value.

3. The $n$ most productive journals, where $n$ is one more than one half of the number of 'singleton' journals, or journals cited only once, in the distribution. This is a definition derived from Goffman and Warren [39], and used by Gillaspy and Huber [40] and Brooks [41].

In addition, a fourth definition was used:

4. The smallest number of journals that can cover 80% of citations.

The fourth definition (a test of the Pareto 80/20 principle in this context) was included because the first three, especially the first two, concentrate on what many librarians might consider to be a restricted set of journals.

Each 'core' has a corresponding 'periphery' of journals that are cited, but insufficiently to be included in the core. These peripheral journals were included in the coverage analysis detailed below, alongside the core journals, since all journals used must somehow be obtained; as noted above, practising librarians work with a notion of 'core' in order to choose between subscription or pay-per-item financial regimes.
**Journal coverage**

Although potentially complex in practice, the conceptual basis of the coverage data was simple. Potential journal use, in terms of lists of journal titles developed from citation data, was compared with journal title lists from the sources used.

In the discussions above, mention has been made of the sources of journal articles. In the debate between access and holdings, the sources were document suppliers and local collections. In the hybrid library, the range of sources is now much expanded, to include online full-text databases, regional consortia and reciprocal arrangements, and linking technology that joins together the functions of secondary and primary publication and distribution. The sources assessed in this study are not limited to traditional document suppliers and local collections, but reflect this increased range of models. In this context, the old terminology becomes difficult to apply and it is necessary to think, not of suppliers, libraries and so on, but of document access systems. These are defined as combinations of social and technical arrangements necessary to get a document to a researcher's desktop in hardcopy (overwhelmingly preferred to electronic format for reading, according to FIDDO [42] and much other research [43]). In terms of traditional sources, one document access system is the set of printed journals held in a library, along with adequate photocopying equipment and a researcher willing to invest in the necessary work. Another document access system might be a desktop computer linked to an online database, itself linked to a document supplier, together with a postal service. Each document access system clearly needs financial and other management infrastructures.
The coverage of complex document access systems depends on the coverage of each of their elements (databases, suppliers and so on). Two types configuration are possible for multi-element document access systems, parallel and series. If a system has \( n \) elements in parallel then, in principle, users have access to the combined holdings of all \( n \) elements. An example of such a system in this study was *Combined holdings* (see Table 1), which was defined as the consolidated holdings of four university libraries. In cases such as these then, if the system's total coverage is denoted by \( C_p \), and the coverage of each element denoted by \( c_1, c_2, \) and so on:

\[
C_p = c_1 \cup c_2 \cup c_3 \ldots \cup c_n
\]

In contrast, if a system with \( n \) elements in sequence (series) has a total coverage denoted by \( C_s \), and the coverage of each element is denoted by by \( c_1, c_2, \) and so on, then:

\[
C_s = c_1 \cap c_2 \cap c_3 \ldots \cap c_n
\]

This is because the total coverage of the system is only those titles covered by all of its elements. An example of a system in this study including both types of configuration was *Geo-SilverLinker-BLDSC* (see Table 1), wherein users accessed in turn two combined databases (Geobase and Georef, searched together using SilverPlatter's ERL software) and then a document supplier (BLDSC).
As with the citation data, the practicalities of acquiring and using these lists are discussed as a part of the empirical study, below.

**Comparing potential journal use with the journal coverage of systems**

**Scope of the study**

The study took place against the backdrop of the work presented in the UK Anderson Report [44]. This raised the prospect of greater inter-institutional and regional collaboration in terms of UK scholars' access to resources. The study formed a part of the eLib FIDDO project [45], which found that nearly 40% of 113 researchers interviewed regularly used libraries other than that of their host institution, and that these were principally in nearby university libraries. Crotteau [46] has confirmed that visits to other libraries form a significant part of researchers' information gathering routines. Despite the suspicions of some librarians [47] that researchers are unwilling to use other libraries, it was felt that a regional focus offered the chance to assess user requirements and library provision at a valid level. Hence, it was decided to focus the study on a regional basis, specifically in four of the universities that are located within the UK Midlands area.

In order to carry out comparisons between potential journal use (as indicated by local citation counts) and the coverage of various sources, it was necessary to select a number
of subject areas. This was not only because several of the sources were subject-specific, but also because different subjects may have different citation patterns [48]. The regional basis of the study limited the choice of subject areas to those undertaken at most or all of the participating universities. A second criterion for the choice of subjects was that a substantial proportion of their formal scholarly communication should be in the form of journal articles. The subjects that best fit the criteria were business studies, geography and manufacturing engineering. It might be argued that researchers in some of these subjects rely significantly on non-scholarly material. Although this is likely to be true, it is irrelevant to the study of their potential journal use.

In the study described here, four general document access systems and three subject-specific document access systems were selected; they are described in Table 1 as they existed in 1998-9 when the fieldwork was conducted. These systems were selected because they covered a range of options that a librarian might consider. For example, the list includes both currently popular options within the UK university sector (for example, the British Library Document Supply Centre, BLDSC) and some that are, as yet, less popular. It also includes both general and subject-specific systems; an important point when interdisciplinary subjects are a focus of the analysis.
Table 1. The document access systems selected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Subject coverage</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined holdings</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>The combined journal holdings of the libraries of the four universities included in this study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLDSC</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>The standard service offered by the British Library Document Supply Service via university ILL departments, supplying paper copies by a physical delivery system [49].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL inside</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>A file of the 20,000 journal titles most requested from the BLDSC, and available to order by fax via a WWW interface [50].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest Direct</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>A desktop search and retrieval system available in 1998 from UMI (now Bell and Howell Learning Information), offering access to &quot;one of the world's largest collections of information, including summaries of articles from over 8,000 publications, with many in full text, full image format.&quot; [51] Documents available to download in text / graphic or PDF formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchBank</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>A system, similar to ProQuest Direct, that was available from the Information Access Corporation (Gale Group) during 1998, offering online access to business and marketing sources. Documents available to download in text / graphic or PDF formats [52].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-SilverLinker-BLDSC</td>
<td>Geography</td>
<td>An example of linked systems, based on SilverPlatter's &quot;SilverLinker&quot; technology. The front-end databases were Geobase and Georef, searchable using the ERL software, and linked to BLDSC as a supplier [53].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EiText</td>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>In this instance EiText (from Elsevier Engineering Information) was selected as a standalone supplier, although it is more often linked with the Compendex database. Documents were supplied as PDF email attachments [54].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although not strictly relevant to this study, one point of interest might be the degree of overlap between the four university library collections used as *Combined holdings*. The numbers of journal titles common to the collections is shown in Table 2. The proportions of each library journal collection that were unique to that collection are shown in Table 3.

Key to Tables 2 and 3:

- Current subscriptions of university A: A
- Current subscriptions of university B: B
- Current subscriptions of university C: C
- Current subscriptions of university D: D
Table 2. Coverage of the university collections making up Combined holdings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Number of journal titles</th>
<th>Percent of all titles covered by the four collections (A $\cup$ B $\cup$ C $\cup$ D)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>2,278</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>4,799</td>
<td>39.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4,024</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>4,927</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ B</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ C</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ D</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B $\cap$ C</td>
<td>1,066</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B $\cap$ D</td>
<td>921</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C $\cap$ D</td>
<td>1,151</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ B $\cap$ C</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ B $\cap$ D</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ C $\cap$ D</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B $\cap$ C $\cap$ D</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cap$ B $\cap$ C $\cap$ D</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cup$ B</td>
<td>6,590</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cup$ C</td>
<td>5,810</td>
<td>47.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cup$ D</td>
<td>6,717</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B $\cup$ C</td>
<td>7,757</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B $\cup$ D</td>
<td>8,805</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C $\cup$ D</td>
<td>7,800</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A $\cup$ B $\cup$ C $\cup$ D</td>
<td>12,226</td>
<td>100% (by definition)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Proportion of each university's holdings (journal titles) that are unique to that collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Number of journal titles</th>
<th>Proportion of each university's holdings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A-( B∪C∪D)</td>
<td>1,569</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-(A∪C∪D)</td>
<td>3,671</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-( A∪B∪D)</td>
<td>2,653</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-( A∪B∪C)</td>
<td>3,458</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is clear from Tables 2 and 3 that the overlap between the holdings of the four universities is relatively low. Table 3 shows that most of the titles appearing on each university's holdings list were unique to that university with the four universities of the sample. Because the figures above were calculated by matching journal titles, there were inevitably some errors due to inconsistent cataloguing practices between the four universities (a point taken further below). This would tend to understate the overlap between them. Nevertheless, the degree to which the local holdings of each institution are specific to that institution is striking.

The data

As noted in the introduction, the data were divided into two:

- citation lists of journal titles representing the potential use of journals by local researchers;
- coverage lists representing the net coverage of each document access system.
In order to obtain the citation data, lists were obtained of all active academic researchers within the selected subject areas in the four universities. From these lists, the ISI was able to produce Local Journal Utilization Reports, listing the journals cited by the named researchers in articles published by them between 1992 and 1997. These were appropriately combined to produce overall citation lists for the three subject areas selected: business studies, geography and manufacturing engineering. The generation of journal lists representing the four 'cores' (1, 2, 3 and 4, defined above) and 'peripheries' was undertaken from these overall lists.

The citation list for business studies contained 1,585 unique titles that were cited a total of 6,621 times, that for geography (from three universities) contained 1,234 unique titles that were cited a total of 5,971 times, and that for manufacturing engineering contained 1,293 unique titles that were cited a total of 5,374 times.

The coverage data were obtained from the various relevant bodies in the form of current subscriptions listings. No attempt was made to assess the length of backruns represented by any of the journal titles listed, as this would have made the survey impossibly ambitious. Instead, the current subscriptions listings were taken as representations of intended coverage. It is recognized that this could be seen as a drawback of the study reported here, unless reference is made to the second objective of this paper; to assess the
potential coverage of document access systems. The clearest indicator of potential coverage is likely to be current subscriptions.

Where more than one element contributed to the coverage of a document access system (such as in the case of *Geo-SilverLinker-BLDSC*), then these listings were combined as indicated above. The resultant coverage listings were then converted to a standard form and matched against the various citation listings. The results are shown below for each of the three subject areas, business, geography and manufacturing engineering.

The results

The figures given in the tables below are the proportions of citations covered by journals listed in the subscription lists of each document access system. The labelling conventions used are:

- each subject has a two-letter abbreviation, so that business is BS, geography is GY and manufacturing engineering is ME;
- the various 'cores' defined above are labelled 1-4, so that core 1 corresponds to the Bradford nuclear zone [34], core 2 is that defined by Rousseau and Leimkuhler [35], core 3 is that defined by Goffman and Warren [36], and core 4 is that which covers 80% of citations;
- each core of journals has a corresponding periphery, which includes those journals cited in the sample, but insufficently to be in the core; they are denoted by '.

For example, the region outside geography's Bradford nuclear zone is denoted as GY1'.
**Business Studies**

The four definitions of 'core' gave the results shown in Table 4. The coverage of the relevant document access systems is shown in Table 5.

**Table 4. The business cores**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core no.</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Top N journal titles included</th>
<th>Proportion of all journals cited</th>
<th>Number of citations covered</th>
<th>Proportion of citations covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS1</td>
<td>Bradford 'nuclear zone'</td>
<td>N = 92</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>2,576</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS2</td>
<td>Rousseau-Leimkuhler</td>
<td>N = 73</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>2,292</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS3</td>
<td>Goffman-Warren</td>
<td>N = 356</td>
<td>22.5%</td>
<td>4,549</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS4</td>
<td>Pareto principle</td>
<td>N = 575</td>
<td>36.3%</td>
<td>5,296</td>
<td>80.0% (by definition)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5. The percentage business coverage of the document access systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>All citations</th>
<th>BS1</th>
<th>BS1’</th>
<th>BS2</th>
<th>BS2’</th>
<th>BS3</th>
<th>BS3’</th>
<th>BS4</th>
<th>BS4’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined holdings</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLDSC</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL inside</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest Direct</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SearchBank</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall pattern of the figures is, perhaps, unsurprising. The BLDSC is able to supply virtually all core material, and over 90% of peripheral material, regardless of the definition of the core. The combined holdings of the four participating libraries and the
BL inside list each cover approximately 80%, whereas the newer, commercial WWW-based systems are much less successful in terms of coverage.

Geography

The four definitions of 'core' gave the results shown in Table 6. The coverage of the relevant document access systems is shown in Table 7.

Table 6. The geography cores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core no.</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Top N journal titles included</th>
<th>Proportion of all journals cited</th>
<th>Number of citations covered</th>
<th>Proportion of citations covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GY1</td>
<td>Bradford 'nuclear zone'</td>
<td>N = 65</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>2,647</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY2</td>
<td>Rousseau-Leimkuhler</td>
<td>N = 22</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1,583</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY3</td>
<td>Goffman-Warren</td>
<td>N = 270</td>
<td>21.9%</td>
<td>4,310</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GY4</td>
<td>Pareto principle</td>
<td>N = 398</td>
<td>32.3%</td>
<td>4,777</td>
<td>80.0%                          (by definition)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. The percentage geography coverage of the document access systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>All citations</th>
<th>GY1</th>
<th>GY1'</th>
<th>GY2</th>
<th>GY2'</th>
<th>GY3</th>
<th>GY3'</th>
<th>GY4</th>
<th>GY4'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined holdings</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLDSC</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL inside</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest Direct</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo-SilverLinker-BLDSC</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The overall pattern for geography is similar to that for business studies, although the figures are generally lower. It is not clear why this might be so. Comparing the different systems, the combined library holdings have a relatively high coverage, especially for some of the definitions of core materials wherein *BL inside* fares less well. Less comprehensive still is the composite *Geo-SilverLinker-BLDSC* system, which seems restricted in its coverage by its databases (*Geobase* and *Georef*) rather than its supplier (*BLDSC*) component. *ProQuest Direct* has insignificant coverage of cited geography journals. More surprising, perhaps, is the finding that the narrower cores, GY2 and GY1, have lower coverage by all systems (including *BLDSC*) than the wider ones. This might be explained by the imperfect method of matching cited journal titles with titles covered by each system, further discussed in the review of the methodology, below. However, this effect is not seen in the results for business studies or manufacturing engineering. This fact, along with the generally lower figures for geography as compared with the other two subjects, would suggest that there is something specifically anomalous about the geography results.

**Manufacturing engineering**

The four definitions of 'core' gave the results shown in Table 8. The coverage of the relevant document access systems is shown in Table 9.
Table 8. The manufacturing engineering cores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core no.</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Top N journal titles included</th>
<th>Proportion of all journals cited</th>
<th>Number of citations covered</th>
<th>Proportion of citations covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME1</td>
<td>Bradford 'nuclear zone'</td>
<td>N = 122</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>2,627</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>Rousseau-Leimkuhler</td>
<td>N = 40</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>1,503</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>Goffman-Warren</td>
<td>N = 288</td>
<td>22.3%</td>
<td>3,666</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME4</td>
<td>Pareto principle</td>
<td>N = 476</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>4,299</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. The percentage manufacturing engineering coverage of the document access systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>All citations</th>
<th>ME1</th>
<th>ME1'</th>
<th>ME2</th>
<th>ME2'</th>
<th>ME3</th>
<th>ME3'</th>
<th>ME4</th>
<th>ME4'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Combined holdings</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLDSC</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL inside</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProQuest Direct</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EiText</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The picture for manufacturing engineering is similar to that for business studies. The BLDSC is, again, the most comprehensive system and, again, the consolidated holdings of the four libraries in the region are slightly ahead of BL inside. The subject-specific system, in this case EiText, covers rather less than a half of citations, and does appear to be focused on core materials. Although its figures are slightly better than for geography, ProQuest Direct remains a marginal system for engineers in terms of its coverage of scholarly journals.
Evaluation of the study

Discussion of results

The four different definitions of ‘core’ journals result in a wide variation in the proportion of all cited journals and citations covered, from under 5% of journals and around 30% of citations for Rousseau and Leimkuhler’s definition to the 80% of citations and over 30% of journal titles represented by the ‘Pareto core’. Despite its importance within the information science literature, the cores based on the Bradford distribution (the Bradford nuclear zone and the Rousseau-Leimkuhler core) are probably too small to be useful for practising librarians deciding between subscriptions and access based on pay-per-item charging.

There are few surprises in the findings relating to the coverage of the various document access systems discussed in this paper. The British Library is widely regarded as having one of the most comprehensive research collections in the world, and the findings of this study would generally confirm their reported overall satisfaction rates [55] of over 91% for BLDSC. It should also be noted that both BLDSC and BL inside maintain a high level of coverage for both core and peripheral titles (they aim to be comprehensive), whereas the other document access systems generally have higher coverage levels of core than peripheral titles; they are focused on the more highly cited journals.
The *BL inside* coverage is defined as those titles most frequently requested from *BLDSC*. Maurice Line has asserted [56] that such requests are a significantly better measure of actual use than are citations. The very success of *BL inside* in covering journals accounting for around 80% of citations would imply, however, that there is a high degree of overlap between citations and requests to *BLDSC*.

A finding with, perhaps, more potential consequences is that relating to the coverage of the combined holdings of the four university libraries. The overlap between these libraries was low in terms of journal titles. That this list of titles, which was only just over 60% of the length of the list representing *BL inside*, should cover a comparable proportion of local citations is testament to the value of having skilled local collection managers deciding on the local holdings. It also confirms the potential for alternative systems to the British Library, such as LAMDA [57] in the UK although, as Anderson has pointed out [58], such systems rely on libraries that become net contributors being suitably recompensed. Equally, on the figures reported in this study, they would rely on the continued existence of the British Library for around one fifth of user requirements but, because these requirements would be from the least used journals, they would represent perhaps 60% of the total journal titles.

The performance of the newer document access systems seems disappointing. Some of them do not claim to be exclusively, or even primarily, scholarly resources. Those that do, for example, *EiText* and the system including *Geobase/ref*, generally had greater
coverage. Their value as supplements (rather than as potential alternatives) to local holdings has been investigated by FIDDO, and the figures confirm that there is a lot of overlap between them and coverage of local collections.

Discussion of methods

Using local citations as indicators of potential journal use by researchers is controversial, but a defence of the practice has been offered. However, the conduct of this study has revealed at least one further major problem with it. Comparing citation lists with coverage lists involved choosing a field on which to make the comparison. Possibilities included ISSN and title. Unfortunately, an ISSN field was not available with all of the coverage lists and so, since a consistent approach was required across all systems, the title field was used. This meant that the procedure was reliant on the consistency of the cataloguing practices of all the document access systems and ISI. Although great efforts were made to standardize the lists, it was clear that inconsistencies remained between the automated comparisons (using Microsoft Access) and control comparisons undertaken by hand. Adjustments were made for these inconsistencies estimating a correction factor for each comparison, based on the difference between the controls and equivalent automated comparisons. However, this approach still led to some anomalies, especially with regard to the results in geography, as noted above. A more satisfactory approach would be highly desirable. However, despite problems such as this, a comparison of the results
with known figures (such as BLDSC’s satisfaction rate) suggests that the methodology is robust.

In terms of practicality, the method has strengths and weaknesses for library managers. Data collection was relatively straightforward, since all that ISI required were lists of researchers' names, along with their institutional affiliation. However, the cost of the processing of these lists against the ISI citation indexes might deter some; this study required 14 such lists to be processed. This cost $12,500 at 1998 prices. Analysis of the citation data was straightforward using simple database software. The most time was spent in standardizing the various lists of journal titles from ISI, databases and suppliers so that they could be compared, and in estimating the correction factor noted above.
Conclusions

This study has investigated both methodological and substantive issues. In terms of method, local citation analysis has been found to be a valid indicator of the potential use of journals in an academic research environment. In particular, it enables the identification of a number of ‘cores’ of journal titles, some of which appear more useful than others to library managers. However, there remain significant problems with the approach, especially when citation listings are compared with the coverage of systems of full-text delivery. Standardized cataloguing practices (or in future, perhaps, the use of digital object identifiers) would alleviate some of these problems. In terms of substance, the impressive achievement of the British Library Document Supply Centre in covering the journals cited by a sample of UK academic researchers has been confirmed. The British Library inside service was found to be comparable with a consolidated list of the holdings of four university libraries in terms of covering locally cited journals. Both of these held journals accounting for the vast majority of citations. Other systems were less successful, although their strengths might lie elsewhere, for example in terms of instant, desktop access to electronic resources. These features relate back to one of the conditions described toward the start of this paper for citations to be a valid indicator of potential use. Condition (iii), rational behaviour by researchers, assumes that the ease of use of particular sources of journal articles does not affect researchers’ decisions about which journals to use. Clearly, the advent of instant, desktop access to some journals may have a substantial bearing on this assumption. As well as investigating their
coverage, the UK eLib FIDDO project has also conducted research into these other aspects of document access systems [59, 60].
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